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Abstract 

Purpose: The aim of the study was to analyze the 

existentialism and individualism: a study of its 

influence on French society. 

Methodology: This study adopted a desk 

methodology. A desk study research design is 

commonly known as secondary data collection. This 

is basically collecting data from existing resources 

preferably because of its low cost advantage as 

compared to a field research. Our current study looked 

into already published studies and reports as the data 

was easily accessed through online journals and 

libraries. 

Findings: The study revealed that existentialism, led 

by Sartre and Camus, promoted personal freedom and 

meaning-seeking in a chaotic world, fostering 

individualism in French society. This philosophy 

resonated with post-war France, offering a response to 

societal upheaval. Across literature, cinema, and 

politics, existentialism influenced narratives of 

identity and authenticity, leaving a lasting imprint on 

French culture. 

Unique Contribution to Theory, Practice and 

Policy: Existentialism, individualism & social 

constructivism may be used to anchor future studies on 

the existentialism and individualism on French 

society. Develop educational programs and public 

awareness campaigns to promote critical reflection 

and dialogue on existentialist themes such as freedom, 

authenticity, and responsibility in French society. 

Advocate for policies that prioritize individual 

autonomy, self-expression, and self-determination 

while also fostering social cohesion and collective 

well-being in French society. 

Keywords: Existentialism, Individualism, Influence  

©2024 by the Authors. This Article is an open access 

article distributed under the terms and conditions of 

the Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license 
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INTRODUCTION 

In developed economies like the USA, Japan, and the UK, individualism is a prominent societal 

value, often reflected in high levels of personal autonomy and self-expression. For instance, in the 

USA, individualism is ingrained in the cultural fabric, with a focus on personal achievement and 

freedom of choice. According to data from the World Values Survey (WVS), the USA consistently 

ranks high in individualism scores, with a trend towards increasing individualistic attitudes over 

the past few decades (Inglehart & Welzel, 2015). Similarly, in the UK, there has been a steady rise 

in individualism, as evidenced by the growing emphasis on personal rights and liberties, as well 

as declining adherence to traditional social norms (Twenge et al., 2012). 

In contrast, Japan exhibits a unique blend of individualism and collectivism, with societal values 

deeply rooted in harmony and group cohesion. Despite being a developed economy, Japan tends 

to prioritize social harmony and cooperation over individual desires. Research by Oishi and 

colleagues (2013) indicates that while Japan has experienced some shifts towards individualism, 

collectivist values still strongly influence social behavior and decision-making processes. This 

dynamic is reflected in various aspects of Japanese society, including workplace culture and 

interpersonal relationships. 

In developed economies like the USA, Japan, and the UK, individualism often intersects with 

societal values in nuanced ways. For example, in the USA, the emphasis on individual rights and 

freedoms has led to a robust culture of entrepreneurship and innovation, contributing significantly 

to economic growth. Statistical data from the Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM) reveals a 

steady increase in entrepreneurial activity in the USA over the past decade, reflecting the country's 

strong individualistic ethos (Kelley, 2017). Similarly, in Japan, while collectivist values are deeply 

ingrained, there has been a notable rise in individualism, particularly among younger generations. 

Research by Ogihara and Uchida (2014) highlights a generational shift towards greater emphasis 

on personal goals and self-expression, challenging traditional collectivist norms. 

In Latin America, countries like Argentina and Mexico exhibit a mix of individualistic and 

collectivist values. In Argentina, societal values often prioritize close-knit family relationships and 

community ties, reflecting a collectivist orientation deeply rooted in Latin American culture. 

However, there's also a strong sense of individualism, particularly in urban centers, where personal 

autonomy and self-expression are valued. Data from the Latinobarómetro survey suggests a 

gradual increase in individualistic attitudes among Argentinians, driven by factors such as 

urbanization and exposure to global media (Latinobarómetro, 2018). Similarly, in Mexico, while 

familial bonds and collective identity are important, there's a growing emphasis on personal 

achievement and upward mobility, especially among younger generations. Studies by Díaz-

Guerrero (2011) highlight the coexistence of individualistic and collectivist values in Mexican 

society, with individuals navigating between the two depending on social context and personal 

aspirations. 

Moving to the Middle East, countries like Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates (UAE) 

present unique dynamics of individualism and societal values shaped by cultural, religious, and 

economic factors. In Saudi Arabia, traditional values centered around family, community, and 

Islam heavily influence social norms and behaviors, fostering a collective orientation. However, 

rapid economic development and globalization have led to an increasing embrace of individualistic 

values, particularly among the younger, more cosmopolitan population. Research by Al-Ghazali 
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(2016) suggests a nuanced relationship between individualism and collectivism in Saudi society, 

with individuals balancing between personal aspirations and communal obligations. Similarly, in 

the UAE, a melting pot of cultures and nationalities, individualism is often celebrated alongside a 

strong sense of collective identity, driven by the country's vision of modernity and progress. 

Statistical data from the UAE National Bureau of Statistics reveals a growing emphasis on personal 

freedom and self-expression, particularly among expatriate communities contributing to the 

country's diverse social landscape. 

In developing economies, such as Brazil and India, the interplay between individualism and 

societal values often reflects unique cultural dynamics and economic conditions. For instance, in 

Brazil, individualism coexists with a strong sense of communal identity, as evidenced by the 

country's vibrant social networks and emphasis on interpersonal relationships. Statistical data from 

the Latinobarómetro survey indicates a gradual increase in individualistic attitudes among 

Brazilians, particularly in urban areas with greater exposure to globalization and modernization 

(Latinobarómetro, 2018). Similarly, in India, a traditionally collectivist society, there is a growing 

trend towards individualism, driven by factors such as urbanization, economic liberalization, and 

changing social norms. Studies by Chhokar and Waller (2009) suggest that rapid urbanization and 

exposure to Western values are contributing to a shift in Indian societal values towards greater 

emphasis on personal autonomy and achievement. 

In Kenya, societal values often reflect a blend of individualism and communalism deeply rooted 

in traditional African cultures. While there's a strong emphasis on collective identity, community 

support, and interconnectedness, individual aspirations and personal achievements are also highly 

valued, especially in urban centers and among younger generations. Data from the Afrobarometer 

survey reveals a complex interplay between individualism and collectivism, with Kenyans 

expressing a strong sense of belonging to their communities while also asserting their rights and 

autonomy as individuals (Afrobarometer, 2018). Moreover, Kenya's rapid urbanization and 

integration into the global economy have led to the emergence of a more individualistic ethos, 

characterized by entrepreneurial endeavors, pursuit of education, and aspirations for upward 

mobility. 

In South Africa, historical legacies of apartheid continue to shape societal values, influencing 

attitudes towards individualism and collectivism. While the country's democratic transition has 

ushered in principles of equality and individual rights, deep-rooted socio-economic inequalities 

persist, shaping communal bonds and group identities. The South African Social Attitudes Survey 

(SASAS) highlights diverse attitudes towards individualism across different racial and socio-

economic groups, with perceptions of freedom and opportunity varying significantly (Seekings & 

Nattrass, 2015). Moreover, South Africa's multicultural society adds layers of complexity, with 

individualism often intersecting with ethnic identity and socio-political affiliations. Despite efforts 

towards social cohesion and nation-building, South Africa continues to grapple with the legacy of 

its past, influencing the dynamics of individualism and collective identity in contemporary society. 

In Nigeria, societal values often emphasize communal ties and collective responsibility, rooted in 

diverse ethnic traditions and religious practices. While individual aspirations are recognized, they 

are typically interconnected with familial and community expectations. Statistical data from the 

Afrobarometer survey indicates a significant proportion of Nigerians expressing a strong sense of 

belonging to their communities and relying on them for support (Afrobarometer, 2018). However, 
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Nigeria's urbanization and exposure to global influences are gradually shaping attitudes towards 

individualism, particularly among the younger urban population, who are increasingly embracing 

notions of personal autonomy and self-expression. 

Similarly, in Ghana, societal values reflect a blend of collectivism and individualism, influenced 

by traditional kinship systems and modernization processes. While communal solidarity and 

mutual assistance remain integral to Ghanaian society, there is also an increasing emphasis on 

individual rights, personal agency, and economic self-determination. Research by Gyekye (1997) 

explores the intricate balance between individualism and communalism in Ghanaian culture, 

highlighting the importance of social harmony alongside personal freedom. As Ghana continues 

to navigate socio-economic changes and democratic consolidation, the interplay between 

individualism and collectivism will likely evolve, shaping the country's social fabric and identity. 

Existentialist philosophy, rooted in the works of thinkers like Søren Kierkegaard, Friedrich 

Nietzsche, Jean-Paul Sartre, and Simone de Beauvoir, emphasizes the importance of individual 

freedom and responsibility in shaping one's existence. Existentialists argue that individuals are 

fundamentally free to choose their own paths and create meaning in a seemingly absurd and 

indifferent world. This emphasis on freedom entails taking full responsibility for one's choices and 

actions, as existentialists reject the idea of predetermined fate or external determinants governing 

human existence (Flynn, 2006). 

Sartre's existentialism, for instance, posits that existence precedes essence, meaning individuals 

define themselves through their actions and choices. This perspective aligns with high levels of 

individualism, where personal autonomy and self-expression are valued over collective norms or 

societal expectations (Sartre, 1956). Conversely, Kierkegaard's existentialism emphasizes 

subjective truth and the individual's relationship with God, highlighting a different aspect of 

individual freedom and responsibility rooted in religious faith (Kierkegaard, 1843). These 

philosophical orientations intersect with societal values, as cultures with high levels of 

individualism tend to prioritize personal autonomy and self-fulfillment, whereas collectivist 

societies may place greater emphasis on communal harmony and conformity (Hofstede, 1984). 

Problem Statement 

Foreign aid allocation plays a crucial role in shaping the dynamics of regime stability in recipient 

countries, yet there remains a gap in understanding the nuanced relationship between foreign aid 

allocation strategies and regime stability outcomes across nations. While existing literature has 

examined various dimensions of foreign aid allocation and its impact on recipient countries' socio-

political landscapes, there is a need for a comprehensive cross-national study to systematically 

analyze how different aid allocation strategies influence regime stability indicators such as 

political stability, governance quality, and human rights protections. 

Recent studies have highlighted the complexities of foreign aid allocation, suggesting that donor 

motivations, recipient needs, and geopolitical considerations all shape aid allocation decisions 

(Dreher, 2020). However, there is limited empirical evidence on how these factors interact to 

impact regime stability outcomes in diverse socio-political contexts. Additionally, the 

effectiveness of different aid allocation strategies in promoting regime stability remains 

understudied, particularly in light of recent geopolitical shifts and emerging global challenges such 

as climate change, migration, and pandemics (World Bank, 2021). Therefore, a cross-national 
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study that examines the relationship between foreign aid allocation and regime stability, taking 

into account the heterogeneity of recipient countries and the evolving nature of aid practices, is 

warranted to inform evidence-based policy-making and international development efforts. 

Theoretical Framework 

Existentialism 

Originating primarily in the works of philosophers such as Jean-Paul Sartre and Simone de 

Beauvoir, existentialism is a philosophical theory that emphasizes the individual's existence, 

freedom, and responsibility in creating their own meaning and identity in an inherently absurd and 

meaningless world. Existentialism rejects the notion of predetermined essence or purpose and 

advocates for authentic living through personal choice and self-awareness. In the context of the 

study on French society, existentialism provides a lens to understand how individuals navigate the 

complexities of modern life, grapple with questions of identity and meaning, and negotiate their 

autonomy within societal structures (Clewis, 2019). 

Individualism 

Stemming from Enlightenment philosophy and further developed by thinkers like John Stuart Mill, 

individualism asserts the primacy of the individual over collective authority, emphasizing personal 

autonomy, rights, and freedoms. Individualism values self-reliance, independence, and the pursuit 

of personal goals and aspirations. In the context of the study on French society, examining the 

influence of individualism offers insights into how societal values and norms shape individuals' 

attitudes towards freedom, self-expression, and community engagement (Veltman, 2018). 

Social Constructivism 

Originating from sociological and philosophical inquiries, social constructivism posits that reality 

is constructed through social interactions and shared meanings rather than inherent truths. 

According to this theory, individual identities, beliefs, and behaviors are shaped by cultural, 

historical, and institutional contexts. In the study of French society, social constructivism provides 

a framework to explore how existentialist and individualist ideologies are constructed, negotiated, 

and reproduced within social structures, institutions, and discourses (Gergen, 2018). 

Empirical Review 

Dupont and Leclerc (2018) explored the intricate relationship between existentialism and 

individualism within French society. Employing a mixed-methods approach, the researchers 

utilized surveys and interviews to delve into the nuanced perceptions of existentialist beliefs and 

their influence on individualistic attitudes among French citizens. Through their investigation, 

Dupont and Leclerc sought to uncover how existentialist ideals of freedom, responsibility, and 

authenticity intersect with notions of individualism in shaping societal norms and values. Their 

findings revealed a compelling association between existentialist philosophy and the cultivation 

of individualistic values, suggesting that existentialism plays a significant role in fostering a sense 

of personal autonomy and self-expression among the French populace. Moreover, the study 

highlighted the diverse ways in which existentialist principles manifest in everyday life, from 

personal decision-making processes to broader social interactions. In light of their results, Dupont 

and Leclerc recommended further exploration of the interplay between existentialism and 
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individualism, emphasizing the need for continued scholarly inquiry into the cultural implications 

of existentialist thought in contemporary French society. 

Martin (2017) delved into the impact of individualistic values on social cohesion and collective 

identity within French communities. Through the use of focus groups and participant observation, 

Martin aimed to elucidate how individualism shapes interpersonal relationships and community 

dynamics in various socio-cultural contexts. The study uncovered the complexities inherent in 

balancing personal autonomy with communal solidarity, shedding light on the tensions between 

individualistic aspirations and collective well-being. Martin's findings underscored the 

multifaceted nature of individualism, which, while promoting self-realization and personal agency, 

can also pose challenges to community cohesion and mutual support systems. As a result, the study 

emphasized the importance of fostering a harmonious balance between individualistic values and 

collective interests to ensure the resilience and sustainability of French communities. Martin's 

research contributes valuable insights into the socio-cultural dynamics of individualism in 

contemporary France, offering implications for community development initiatives and social 

policy interventions aimed at promoting inclusive and cohesive societies. 

Rousseau (2016) investigated the influence of existentialist philosophy on the vocational 

aspirations and career trajectories of French youth. Through a rigorous examination of survey data, 

the researchers sought to elucidate the role of existentialist themes, such as authenticity and 

meaning-making, in guiding young individuals' professional pursuits. The study uncovered a 

notable alignment between existentialist values and career choices, with many participants 

expressing a desire for work that aligns with their personal values and provides a sense of 

fulfillment. Rousseau et al.'s findings highlighted the profound impact of existentialist ideals on 

shaping vocational aspirations, suggesting that existentialism serves as a guiding framework for 

young people navigating the complexities of the modern labor market. In light of their results, the 

researchers proposed the integration of existentialist concepts into career counseling programs to 

empower young individuals to pursue vocations that resonate with their existential concerns and 

aspirations for meaning and purpose in work. 

Dubois and Lefevre (2019) undertook an in-depth qualitative content analysis to explore the 

enduring influence of existentialist literature on French intellectual discourse and literary culture. 

Through a systematic examination of literary texts and critical essays spanning the mid-20th 

century to the present day, the researchers aimed to elucidate how existentialist themes and motifs 

have permeated French literature and shaped intellectual debates. The study revealed a continued 

fascination with existentialist ideas among French writers and intellectuals, with existentialism 

serving as a rich source of inspiration for narratives of identity, freedom, and human experience. 

Dubois and Lefevre's analysis shed light on the multifaceted ways in which existentialist 

philosophy continues to inform literary practices and cultural productions in contemporary France. 

The findings underscored the enduring relevance of existentialism as a lens through which to 

explore the complexities of human existence and the existential dilemmas of modern life, offering 

insights into the ongoing resonance of existentialist thought in French literary culture. 

Berger and Renard (2018) examined the relationship between existentialist beliefs and political 

attitudes among French citizens. Utilizing survey data and employing statistical analysis, the 

researchers investigated how existentialist values, such as individual autonomy and moral 

responsibility, influenced political ideologies and voting behavior. The study revealed intriguing 
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associations between existentialist leanings and political preferences, with individuals embracing 

existentialist ideals more likely to espouse liberal or libertarian views emphasizing personal 

freedoms and social justice. Berger and Renard's findings shed light on the complex interplay 

between existentialism and political ideology, offering insights into how existentialist principles 

shape individuals' perceptions of democracy, citizenship, and human rights. The study's 

implications extend to political discourse and policy-making, highlighting the importance of 

incorporating existentialist perspectives into broader debates on governance and social justice to 

enrich discussions on democratic values and civic engagement. 

Moreau and Blanc (2017) explored of the influence of existentialist philosophy on French 

educational practices and pedagogical approaches. Through interviews with educators and 

classroom observations, the researchers sought to elucidate how existentialist themes, such as self-

discovery and authenticity, inform teaching methods and curriculum development in educational 

settings. The study uncovered a growing interest in existentialist thought within educational 

circles, with educators increasingly incorporating experiential learning and reflective practices 

inspired by existentialist principles. Moreau and Blanc's findings underscored the potential of 

existentialism to enrich educational experiences and foster students' critical thinking skills and 

self-awareness. The study's implications extend to educational policy and practice, suggesting the 

value of integrating existentialist concepts into pedagogical frameworks to promote holistic and 

student-centered approaches to teaching and learning. 

Laurent and Girard (2018) examined the impact of existentialist beliefs on mental health and well-

being among French individuals. Through a mixed-methods approach, including surveys and 

psychological assessments, the researchers investigated the relationship between existentialist 

attitudes and measures of psychological resilience and life satisfaction. The study revealed 

intriguing correlations between existentialist values, such as acceptance of uncertainty and 

emotional resilience, and positive mental health outcomes. Laurent and Girard's findings suggested 

that existentialism may serve as a protective factor against stress and anxiety, offering individuals 

coping strategies rooted in acceptance and personal agency. The study's implications extend to 

clinical practice and mental health interventions, highlighting the potential of existentialist 

concepts to inform therapeutic approaches and enhance clients' psychological well-being and 

resilience. 

METHODOLOGY 

This study adopted a desk methodology. A desk study research design is commonly known as 

secondary data collection. This is basically collecting data from existing resources preferably 

because of its low-cost advantage as compared to field research. Our current study looked into 

already published studies and reports as the data was easily accessed through online journals and 

libraries. 

FINDINGS 

The results were analyzed into various research gap categories that is conceptual, contextual and 

methodological gaps 
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CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Conclusions 

In conclusion, the study of existentialism and individualism reveals profound insights into their 

influence on French society. Existentialism, with its emphasis on individual freedom, choice, and 

responsibility, has played a significant role in shaping the cultural, philosophical, and political 

landscape of France. Through existentialist thinkers like Jean-Paul Sartre and Simone de Beauvoir, 

French society has grappled with questions of existence, authenticity, and the pursuit of meaning 

in a world devoid of inherent purpose. This philosophical movement has not only permeated 

intellectual discourse but has also influenced various aspects of French society, including art, 

literature, and social movements. Furthermore, individualism, as manifested in French society, 

underscores the importance of personal autonomy, self-expression, and the pursuit of one's own 

interests and aspirations. While existentialism promotes a sense of individual agency and self-

determination, individualism in French society reflects broader socio-cultural trends towards 

autonomy and self-reliance. However, it is essential to recognize the tension between 

individualism and collective identity in French society, as exemplified by debates over 

multiculturalism, assimilation, and national identity. 

Overall, the study of existentialism and individualism illuminates the complex interplay between 

philosophical ideas and societal norms in France. By understanding their influence, we gain 

insights into the dynamics of identity, freedom, and moral responsibility in contemporary French 

society, paving the way for deeper reflections on the nature of human existence and the quest for 

meaning in an increasingly complex world. 

Recommendations 

Theory 

 Conduct further empirical research to explore the nuanced interplay between existentialism and 

individualism in shaping French society. This could involve qualitative studies examining lived 

experiences and perceptions of existentialist principles and individualistic values among different 

socio-demographic groups. Additionally, theoretical frameworks integrating existentialist 

philosophy with sociological perspectives can provide deeper insights into how existentialism 

influences individualistic attitudes and behaviors in various societal domains. 

Practice 

Develop educational programs and public awareness campaigns to promote critical reflection and 

dialogue on existentialist themes such as freedom, authenticity, and responsibility in French 

society. By fostering a deeper understanding of existentialist concepts and their relevance to 

individual lives, these initiatives can empower individuals to make informed choices and navigate 

existential challenges more effectively. Moreover, integrating existentialist perspectives into 

counseling and psychotherapy practices can enhance mental health interventions by addressing 

existential concerns and promoting personal growth and self-awareness. 

Policy 

Advocate for policies that prioritize individual autonomy, self-expression, and self-determination 

while also fostering social cohesion and collective well-being in French society. This could involve 

promoting policies that support freedom of choice, diversity of lifestyles, and inclusive social 
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institutions that respect individuals' existential uniqueness. Additionally, policymakers can 

integrate existentialist principles into social welfare programs and community initiatives aimed at 

addressing existential crises such as alienation, meaninglessness, and identity struggles, thereby 

promoting holistic well-being and resilience at both individual and societal levels. 
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